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euwin's London Conference and the TNO/UK WON
Masterclass
2nd and 3rd December 2013

Spaces at this FREE Conference are strictly limited. Don't miss your chance to be
there!
REGISTER WITH EUWIN AND APPLY FOR A PLACE NOW
Experience an event like no other. Be wowed by creative media. Feel challenged by
possibility. Be inspired by real stories from leading international companies who have
successfully transformed productivity and working life through workplace innovation.
Go back to your organisation energised and better equipped to make remarkable
things happen.
In partnership with Engage for Success and UK WON

Where’s the evidence?
Building the business case for employee empowerment

The way we organise our workplaces will play a vital role in the future of the
European economy and its ability to compete. A considerable body of evidence
supports the proposition that workplace innovation is related in a positive and
significant way to improvements in organisational performance on the one hand, and
in employee well-being and engagement on the other.
Workplace innovation is fuelled by open dialogue, knowledge sharing,
experimentation and learning in which diverse stakeholders (who may include
employees, trade unions, managers and customers) are given a voice in the creation
of new and more participative ways of working.
Successful and sustainable organisations create empowering workplace
environments which enable employees at all levels to use their knowledge,
competences and creativity to the full. Such workplaces are likely to include
empowering job design; self-organised teamworking; structured opportunities for
reflection, learning and improvement; high involvement innovation practices; the
encouragement of entrepreneurial behaviour at all levels of the organisation; and
employee representation in strategic decision-making.
Research and case study evidence alike demonstrate that these workplace practices
are essential if employers are to secure a full return on their investments in training
and technology through improvements in performance, innovation and employee
engagement.
Read more Download the pdf

Transformational Leadership at Speedo
A UK WON Network Event - Nottingham: 16th January 2014

Leaders who succeed in transforming companies understand the need to engage the
ideas, experience and commitment of all their people.
This interactive workshop will include:
• Speedo’s experience of developing transformational leaders;
• emerging thinking and practice in leadership and engagement;
• an exchange of experience between participants.
The event will also include a highly enjoyable forum theatre performance to enable
participants to share ideas and experiences of leadership and engagement
(http://www.workplaceinnovation.eu/interactive-theatre).
Places are strictly limited – book now!

Please
Forward

Thank you for being part of euwin. Together we bring together
the knowledge, experience and enthusiasm of enterprises,
employees, unions, employers’ organisations, policymakers and
researchers from across Europe. Spread the word! Please
forward this briefing to your colleagues, associates and
suppliers. Ask them to sign up here. Make sure they don’t miss
out.

